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THE ULTIMATE A-TO-Z GUIDE REVEALING EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW TO BECOME

A METAL DETECTING EXPERTNothing is as thrilling as finding cool (and often valuable) stuff right

under your feet. So grab this guide and get ready to dig up more and more finds. Packed with

helpful information on making your search successful and exciting, The Metal Detecting Bible

serves up step-by-step instructions, illustrations, and useful photos that can turn you into a

professional treasure hunter.From quick-start tips for novices to insider secrets for the most

experienced hobbyists, this hands-on guide is the ultimate resource on all aspects of metal

detecting.&#149; Choose the best metal detector&#149; Learn where to search and why&#149;

Practice appropriate swing techniques&#149; Integrate advanced GPS technology&#149;Scout out

beaches, parks and historic sites&#149; Gain permission to hunt on private property&#149;Identify

antique coins, relics and jewelry&#149; Use handy target recovery tools&#149; Clean and safely

preserve your finds&#149; Sell your finds for a profit
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First off, I've been seriously metal detecting for a few years now. I bought this book because I really

like his youtube videos. Thought I might pick up a few helpful research tips. Not so much. There

were 1 or 2 I hadn't thought of, but not enough info to be worth the cost of the book for me. That

being said, it's definitely a good book if you're new to the hobby, probably 4 or 5 stars worth. It

spells out a lot of stuff that will take you a pretty good amount of time to work out on your own. 3



stars from me because I've already figure out 98% of whats in it. I was hoping for a little more. It'll go

in my library and the next time someone shows an interest in the hobby I'll hand them this book to

read.Synopsis: If you're new to the hobby, buy the book. If you've been at it seriously for a year or

two, don't bother. (unsolicited plug coming up) Either way, go check out their YouTube videos, "Dirt

Fishin America". Really cool stuff they find that'll make you want to get out there and find something

yourself.

This is a great book. If you only buy one book on detecting this is the one to get.It covers everything

from basic principles, to tools, scouting sites, parks, beaches, goldprospecting, permissions, etc, A

lot is packed in only 120 pages. Very well written!As much as I love this book and Highly

recommend it.It is NOT A BIBLE! . . . . . . Not even close to being one.As inclusive as this book is it

does not go into a lot of details. The section on PI detectors is only abouta page long, pinpoint mode

is only 4 lines. There is little on what brands, what feature to look for, buyinga detector, where to

buy, costs, etc. A bible would show block diagrams of schematics of the internal workingsof

detectors, have a forty of fifty page buying guide, a large list of internet sites, clubs, magazines, and

useful books.Manufactures index with web addresses, buying options. how to tell the difference in

models, etc.A list of map sites. A detailed history with pictures charts diagrams. I could go on and

on.On this subject a bible would be at least five or six hundred pages long.........Not a bible but a

very good "beginners guide"

This book is a miracle. I bought this and a couple other books for my boyfriend and I when we

decided to start metal detecting. It has so much information! It contains pictures, diagrams, and

detailed information that explains practically everything. It covers basics like tools and basic

principles, but it also has information on techniques, how to recognize good places for metal

detecting and getting permission. Thereâ€™s an entire chapter on detecting at the beach and parks!

Thereâ€™s also a chapter on how to clean and sell your finds. We got a few books on metal

detecting, but this one was my favorite!

I got this because my brother-in-law just got a metal detector and it's been his new thing. We

wanted an activity that we could do together for "family bonding" and thought this was a fun and

unique activity. After looking at a few different books, this was one of the ones we picked up to help

guide us through this new adventure. This book is amazing! When it says it's your bible, it' speaks

the truth. Whatever truth you believe in, this is it. It is a great book for seasoned hunters and



newbies a like! This book does a great job of covering everything from gloves to contracts - really a

great spectrum of advice for any one who enjoys metal detecting. I had no idea there was even

such a thing as swing techniques until I picked up this book [ obviously I fall into the newb category

]. Amazing book! Well written, easy to understand and a must-have for anyone.

Metal detecting always looked so easy and fun. Watching people scan the sand at every beach

Iâ€™ve been at seemed to be an easy thing to do. This book is very complete and easy to read, he

doesnâ€™t make it complicated. This is a great book to get started in metal detecting. This guy

knows his stuff. I got this book for my young nephew who is interested in metal detecting I thought if

he read through this book we would be ready to purchase his first metal detector. So exciting!

There are 26 reviews as I am writing this. I read them all and agree with them all. When 26 reviews

all 5 Stars, that says it all. Agreed it is not a Bible, because a Bible includes every possible thing.

What I like most of all is the humor throughout the book. It put a smile on my face as I read it. There

are also more photos in this book than most of the others I read helping to understand the material.

If you are new to detecting like I am, then this is a must read. It is well done.

While nothing beats learning first hand, having a good guide to help you is important as well. This

covers basic principles that can help any beginner pick out a good machine that fits their budget as

well as any tools needed to make your detecting easier. Other helpful things in the book include how

to's on where to detect and what to look for. The only thing Brandon does not do in this book is

swing your detector and dig up your finds for you!

I'm adding my review because I feel this is an excellent book, well written and entertaining including

some sarcasm of which I can relate.I did read some other reviews so I will share some of their

opinion too. This is not a bible by any means, it's too short, not enough detail in some

areas.Perhaps a better title could be "An Introductory to Metal Detecting"If you are like me, a

beginner to MD and at the beginning of your learning curve, I highly recommend this book.It outlines

the basics and explains the fundamentals.
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